Searching Affiliated Station Broadcasts

The Affiliated Station Broadcasts is a part of the America’s News database. It provides links to viewable broadcasts from local TV news stations. It is not by any means comprehensive (for example it has links to broadcasts from two stations in Alabama - one in Huntsville and one in Mobile), and it isn’t intended to provide national news broadcasts.

Since there are a limited amount of news stations available it’s actually fairly easy just to browse the collection. But there are two search fields which allow you to look for certain search terms:

In this case we’ve used the default All Text search filter and added Barack Obama as the search term. We’ve combined that with the channel CBS – 19 WHNT (Huntsville) and changed that search filter to Source. We should now find broadcasts about President Obama from the local Huntsville channel:
To watch one of the videos just click on the link:

**Obama outlines immigration overhaul**

CBS - 19 WHNT : Video (Huntsville, AL) - Friday, June 19, 2009